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Canon Solutions America is excited to announce the new Faze 3 line of PVC-free wallcovering 
products, including Type II certified, Type II, and Metallic Gold and Silver. With this new line, 
your print face can remain consistent across ProTex™ and EuroLux™ platforms.

These two lines extend from smooth to now textured-
embossed faces. Additionally, the EuroLuxTM material is 
offered as paste-to-the-wall, pre-pasted, and RTI (Ready 
to Install) removable PSA. This provides your customers 
with a wide variety of finish and installation options 
across multiple platforms.

These materials are universally compatible across 
UVgel, UV, Latex, and Eco-solvent platforms.

The new MetalX™ matte metallic gold and silver is  
an absolute game changer in the wallcovering industry. 
Whether you’re utilizing white ink or CMYK, the  
10 mil weight can provide a great structure for paste- 
to-the-wall applications.

• ProTexTM 18 Mil 

• EuroLuxTM 9 Mil 

• MetalXTM 11 Mil 

SMART CHANGE STARTS HERE.

ProTexTM PVC-free 
Commercial Wall Cover 

ProTexTM is a 100 percent PVC-free, 18-mil, Type II commercial wallcovering. It 
combines a smooth or soft suede textured, coated, non-woven fabric with a traditional 
Osnaburg scrim backing to help provide a durable, dimensionally stable, and high 
strength fabric. ProTexTM is engineered to be printable on either latex, solvent, UV, or 
UVgel printers. It offers a stable and optimized white print surface for a brilliant canvas 
for exceptional color fidelity and crisp, clean imaging with a soft, true matte finish. The 
product is Class A Certified (ASTM-E84). 

EuroLuxTM PVC-free  
Type I Wall Cover

EuroLuxTM is a 100 percent PVC-free, 9.5-mil, Type I commercial and residential 
wallcovering. It is a smooth, coated, non-woven fabric made from a blend of 
polyester and cellulose fiber that’s latex saturated to help provide excellent flexibility, 
dimensional stability, and strength. EuroLuxTM is engineered to be printable on latex, 
solvent, UV, or UVgel printers. It offers a stable and optimized white print surface for a 
brilliant canvas for exceptional color fidelity and crisp, clean imaging with a soft, true 
matte finish. The product is Class A Certified (ASTM-E84).
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EuroLuxTM Prepasted 
(PPD) PVC-free Type I 
Wall Cover

EuroLuxTM PPD is a 9.5-mil Type I prepasted wallcovering. It is a smooth, coated, non-
woven fabric made from a blend of polyester and cellulose fiber. It is latex saturated to 
help provide outstanding flexibility, dimensional stability, and strength, with a water-
activated, prepasted back side coating. EuroLuxTM is engineered to be printable on 
either latex, solvent, UV, or UVgel printers. It offers a stable and optimized white print 
surface that provides a brilliant canvas for exceptional color fidelity and crisp, clean 
imaging with a soft, true matte finish. The product is Class A Certified (ASTM-E84).

EuroLuxTM Ready-to-
Install (RTI) Removable 
PSA Wall Cover

EuroLuxTM RTI is a 100 percent PVC-free, 9.5-mil Type I commercial and residential 
removable PSA-backed wallcovering. It is a smooth, coated, non-woven fabric made 
from a blend of polyester and cellulose fiber and is latex saturated to help provide 
outstanding flexibility, dimensional stability, and strength. It also has a water-based 
PSA backing. EuroLuxTM is engineered to be printable on either latex, solvent, UV, or 
UVgel printers. It offers a stable and optimized white print surface that provides a 
brilliant canvas for exceptional color fidelity and crisp, clean imaging with a soft, true 
matte finish. The product is Class A Certified (ASTM-E84).

MetalXTM Metalized  
Type I Nonwoven  
Fabric Wallcover

MetalXTM is a soft, lustrous, metalic 11-mil nonwoven fabric wallcover. It combines 
the organic surface irregularities and durability of metal with the high-strength and 
dimensionable stability of nonwoven fabric. Available in a gold or silver finish, it 
provides a truly unique print surface. Its neutral-warm base enables easy installation 
and invisible seam lines. Whether you choose to butt seam or double cut, MetalXTM 
is designed to remove the bright white visual seam lines that can negatively impact 
an elegant installation. MetalXTM is printable on latex, UV, UVgel, or other water-based 
pigment printers. The product is Class A Certified (ASTM-E84).

SPECIFICATIONS

PTXCAN54150 ProTexTM 18 Mil Wall Cover Canvas 54 x 150
PTXLIN54150 ProTexTM 18 Mil Wall Cover Linen 54 x 150
PTXSAN54150 ProTexTM 18 Mil Wall Cover Sandstone 54 x 150
EULSM54150 EuroLuxTM 9 Mil Wall Cover Smooth 54 x 150
EULLIN54150 EuroLuxTM 9 Mil Wall Cover Linen 54 x 150
EULLINPP54150 EuroLuxTM 9 Mil Wall Cover PPD Linen 54 x 150
EULLINPSAI54150 EuroLuxTM 9 Mil Wall Cover PSA Linen 54 x 150
EULSMPPD54150 EuroLuxTM 9 Mil Wall Cover PPD Smooth 54 x 150
MLXGOLD54 MetalXTM 11 Mil Wall Cover Gold 54 x 150
MLXSILV54 MetalXTM 11 Mil Wall Cover Silver 54 x150


